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The Big Story: Questions continue to swirl about U.S. role in Libya

Congress wasn't going to be in a particularly good mood about being cut out of the process on Libya , and you

had to feel for Defense Secretary Robert Gates having to defend something he opposed internally.

Testifying before the Senate Armed Services Committee , Gates fielded many of the same questions

rank-and-file Americans have about U.S. intervention into a civil war. Who are these rebels? Will the U.S. supply

them with weapons? If so, who trains them to use them? What about on-the-ground CIA involvement? What,

exactly, is the mission? How does it all end and when?

(Gates' answers, grossly paraphrased: Not clear yet. Probably not. Not us. Can't discuss that. You heard the

president. Not clear yet.)

At The Daily Beast, Leslie H. Gelb takes us deeper into the military's dissatisfaction with the Obama

administration's war of choice:

Remember, underneath everything happening now are the two driving goals that President

Obama set: to protect populations and to oust Colonel Gaddafi. In all likelihood, U.S. coalition

partners cannot achieve these goals without U.S. jets resuming combat missions. Even with

more U.S. air power, it probably won't be possible to stop Gaddafi without using some coalition

ground forces. So, pressures to do more and more will continue to lurk. All the Pentagon can do,

then, is to raise tough questions (Who are those rebels we're determined to help, could they be

Muslim extremists?) to diffuse pressures on the U.S. military to do more.

At National Review Online, Mario Loyola warns of the unintended consequences. From the left, at Mother

Jones, Kevin Drum crosses his fingers and hopes his choice for president knows what he's doing.

The Obama-morphing-into-Bush meme also is picking up steam. Editorial board colleague Rodger Jones

noted this yesterday. The Washington Post's Michael Gerson says he should recognize the Bush Doctrine

when he sees it, which he does in the emerging Obama Doctrine. At The New Republic (a leader so far in

liberal interventionist thought), David Rieff pulls no punches:

The problem with this is that the liberal interventionists' idea of multilateralism is one in which

other nations join America's efforts. "The world works best when America leads" is the way the

late Richard Holbrooke liked to put it, which neatly encapsulates the liberal hawks' view that they

can have U.S. hegemony and multilateralism, which a more skeptical observer might be tempted

to call hegemony without tears. But most of this is institutional sleight of hand. These

interventions happen if the United States will provide the muscle and don't if it will not. That is how

defenders of the Libyan war -- up to an including the president -- can pretend that the fact that

formally there is indeed a coalition, and that the United States has technically ceded the lead role

in the operation to NATO (again, as if NATO was not a U.S.-dominated institution), makes such

an intervention a horse of an entirely different color from those initiated by the horrid neocons,

and never mind that, on this logic, in strictly institutional terms, the Soviets could have called the

invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 a Warsaw Pact operation.

And as a columnist from Obama's hometown newspaper, The Chicago Tribune's John Kass knows when the

words he's hearing fail to comport with reality:

Now Obama's use of "his own people" becomes the platform from which the dovish president

leaps into a third war. But what's in a president's heart is never reason enough to bring a country

to war.

What counts is what's in the head. It is what a nation -- especially the world's superpower --

requires of its leaders. And what's in the head must be cold and clear.

Unfortunately, Obama has been anything but clear. He's been so confusing that a Rasmussen

poll out Thursday offers some terrible news: Only 21 percent of Americans believe the U.S. has

a clearly defined mission in Libya.

And why shouldn't Americans be confused? We don't know what he's doing there, exactly. And

we've been getting mixed signals for weeks. First it was all about getting rid of Gadhafi, then it
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wasn't, then it was about preventing him from killing "his own people." Soon it will be about

America saving face in a disaster.

Also worth reading:

-- Mike Littwin: Libya isn't Iraq. Unless it is

-- Kori Schake: The mission is creeping

-- Ross Douthat: The president's credibility gap

-- Stephen Kinzer: Libya is not 'another Rwanda'

-- Geoffrey Robertson: Is it lawful to kill Gadhafi?

-- Christopher Preble: Libya poses dangerous delusion
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GREATGRAN, YOU SAY THE WORLD IS IN A MESS AND ALL THIS HAS
HAPPENED SINCE THE BIG O TOOK OFFICE. WHAT PLANET HAVE YOU BEEN

LIVING ON THE PAST DECADE ESPECIALLY IN 2008?IT IS VERY CLEAR IT
WAS NOT EARTH.
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I am all for helping people take out that killer Gaddafi but I worry about
radical islamists who believe the 12th imom or whatever they call him is
coming. These nut jobs with IQs shorter than a french fry think that all these
people clamoring for freedom are ripe for their cause. And they may be right.
This is scary. I really believe that the left has no clue how truly dangerous
these radicals can be. So I have mixed emotions about this whole thing.
These radicals view Obama as weak and indecisive as he is. That just plays
right into their plan. With all this turmoil who knows what will happen. Did
any of you hear the words of the CIA agent who infiltrated the Iranian
guard? He said just that. He also said there is talk to take out Israel and
plans were in the works.
The people are just that crazy. This is evil on steroids. We should all be on
our knees in prayer for protection.
But I for one am sick and tired of Obama going to the UN or the Arab League
and not our Congress. Who gives a rats behind what the UN wants or what
the Arab League wants? Who in the world does this arrogant elitist think he
is? Our country is a mess. The world is a mess and all this has happened
since the big O took office.
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Since Congress did not mind being effectively cut out of the decision loop
since WWII, it is no surprise that the Executive Branch just dropped that
obligatory stop on the way to Libya entirely. The UN and the Arab League
replaced Congress on who speaks for the American people.

Besides, this Congress and the press brands as "Right Wing Extremists"
those who object to 1.9% spending cut the Extreme Left burned up in 2 days
of air attacks on another nation. And today, surrealism wrapped within an
alternative universe produces a caption in the Dallas Morning News that

"Right Wing Extremism" may block raising the debt ceiling and precipitate a
shutdown.

And a 3% bump in the interest (inflation) rates will completely consume the
budget. Just the interest payment on this debt will crowd out all that our
heroes are arguing about. Then we get to experience a real shutdown.
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